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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we study two methods to improve the robust-
ness property of projection based hashing methods. For this
class of hashing methods, a feature matrix is projected onto
a set of projection matrices. Then, the projected values are
compared to a threshold to derive the hash bits. In our pre-
vious work [4], we showed that the collision characteristics
of these methods can be optimized by a careful selection of
the projection matrices. The projection matrices were ob-
tained using a Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) on a
set of features from a training data set that minimized the
cross-correlation between projected values. However, these
projection matrices did not consider the effect of content
modifications on the projected values.
In this paper, we study two methods to create projection
matrices that take into account the noise on projected val-
ues due to content modifications. The first method derives
the projection matrices based on maximization of a gener-
alized Rayleigh quotient. The second method derives the
projection matrices based on an eigenvector analysis of the
difference between the signal and the noise correlation ma-
trices. Based on experimental results, we show that the
first method improves the robustness of the projected val-
ues while showing poor collision characteristics. The sec-
ond method improves the robustness of the projected values
while maintaining good collision characteristics.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Content Anal-
ysis and Indexing

General Terms
Video Fingerprinting, Singular Value Decomposition, Rayleigh
Quotient, Perceptual Hashing
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1. INTRODUCTION
A Media fingerprint extraction method generally consists

of the two subsequent steps a) Robust Feature Extraction
and b) Robust Hash Extraction. The first step ensures that
the extracted features are representative of the underlying
perceptual content. The second step ensures that these fea-
tures are converted into signature bits in a robust fashion
i.e small changes in feature values do not result in drastic
changes in extracted hash bits i.e for every x ∼ y there is
H(x) ∼ H(y) with very high probability. This requirement
disqualifies the use of normal cryptographic hash functions
for the conversion of the feature values into signature bits.
The second step also serves to provide a compact represen-
tation of the features so that the signature bits can be stored
and searched efficiently. Another property that is important
for this robust hash extraction step is the collision property.
A robust hash function is said to have a good collision prop-
erty if for every (x �= y), H(x) �= H(y) with a very high
probability.

We consider a content identification application with a
large database of media fingerprints. Any media fingerprint
that is extracted from a query media object is compared
against this database of media fingerprints during the iden-
tification process. As the size of the database, i.e., the num-
ber of fingerprints in the database in terms of number of
hours of media increases, it is desirable that the uniqueness
of the fingerprint codewords is preserved. The uniqueness
property of the fingerprint codewords guarantees that the
fingerprint database scales to a large number of fingerprints.
Instead, if certain fingerprint codewords are more likely to
occur than others, then the uniqueness property vanishes
as the database size grows. This leads to a computation-
ally more expensive fingerprint matching algorithm. To see
this, we consider a hash-table based searching method for
matching the query fingerprints against the fingerprints in
the database. The database is indexed using the individ-
ual fingerprint codewords. Each fingerprint codeword in the
hash table points to any location in any fingerprint in the
database where that fingerprint codeword is present. The
number of links per fingerprint index in the hash table will be
referred to as number of collisions. If a fingerprint codeword
is unique, one can quickly find its match in the database.
As the uniqueness reduces, one has to perform more look-
ups and pick the best match in terms of smallest hamming
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distance from the query fingerprint. Thus, fingerprints with
a small number collisions per fingerprint codeword will re-
sult in shorter search duration. Databases containing finger-
prints with an average low collision number are more scalable
to large database sizes than databases with a high average
collision number per fingerprint.

In our previous work [4], we studied the collision property
of one of the robust hash functions proposed in [3]. The ro-
bust hash proposed in [3] first projects a feature matrix onto
a set of projection matrices. Then, the projected values are
compared to a threshold to generate hash bits. In [4], we
showed that the collision performance of these methods can
be optimized by a careful selection of the projection matri-
ces. Specifically, the projection matrices were obtained using
a Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) on a set of features
from a training set that minimized the cross-correlation be-
tween projected values. However, the projection matrices
did not consider the effect of content modifications on the
projected values.

In this paper, we study two methods that create projec-
tion matrices that take into account the noise introduced by
content modifications on these projected values. The first
method derives the projection matrices based on the maxi-
mization of a generalized Rayleigh quotient and the second
method derives the projection matrices based on an eigen-
vector analysis of difference between the signal and the noise
correlation matrices. Both of these methods were originally
proposed for deriving noise-robust features from audio spec-
trograms in [1]. Based on experimental results, we show
that the first method improves the robustness of the pro-
jected values while losing heavily in terms of collision per-
formance. The second method improves the robustness of
the projected values while showing a poor collision perfor-
mance. Also, we interpret the projection matrices obtained
through these two methods and compare with those derived
using the SVD procedure in [4].

2. PROPOSED APPROACHES
The first step in a media fingerprint extraction process is

the derivation of robust features from the video content that
are invariant to various processing operations of the content.
Let us represent the extracted robust features by a matrix
Q. For all the experiments in this paper, Q is a matrix with
G × N elements that attempts to capture the appearance
and motion information from the input video. The input
video is first temporally downsampled to 12 fps. A letter-
box detector detects eventual black bars on the sides of the
picture and removes them. Then, every frame is spatially
downsampled to 120∗160 (Height×Width) resolution. The
N columns in the feature matrix Q correspond to N video
frames in a buffer including the current frame. We use a
buffer of 3s (N = 12 × 3) to capture motion information.
The G rows correspond to a set of moment invariants ex-
tracted from each frame in the buffer. We extract 7 moment
invariants from 5 concentric circular regions in each frame
(G = 5 × 7). Moment invariants are global measures of an
image surface that are invariant to translation, rotation and
scaling and were originally proposed for text pattern recog-
nition in [2]. Now, each column of the matrix Q attempts
to capture the appearance of the corresponding frame of the
video in the buffer by measuring how the 7 moment invari-
ants change over the 5 regions. In the second step, hash

bits are extracted from the feature matrix Q using a robust
hash function. The robust hash function projects the fea-
ture matrix (Q) onto L projection matrices Pi , i = 1, 2, ...L.
Then, each projected value is compared with a threshold Th
to obtain L bits bi. If B.Pi < Th, then bi = 0 else bi = 1.

In [4], we proposed a method to obtain these projection
matrices that are optimal in terms of collision performance.
Here, we briefly recall the procedure in the following three
steps.

Step 1: Obtain a training dataset of media content and
extract features Q1, Q2, ...QM . Here M is the number of
training instances. The dimension of each feature matrix Qi

is R = G × N .
Step 2: Then, we compute the covariance matrix Cfeat

(dimension R*R) of the features from the training set
Q1, Q2, ...QM as given by

Cfeat(k, l) =
1

M

M�
i=1

(Qi
k − E(Qk))(Qi

l − E(Ql))

Here E(Qk) = 1
M

�M
i=1 Qi

k and k, l = 1, 2...R.
Step 3: Once we have computed the covariance matrix

of the features from the training set, we can now compute
the eigenvectors of the matrix Cfeat that satisfy the rela-
tion, V −1CfeatV = D, using PCA (Principal Components
Analysis). Here the columns of V (dimension R*R) are the
eigenvectors of the covariance matrix Cfeat and are repre-
sented as φ1, φ2, ...φR. D is a diagonal matrix with eigen-
values (E1, E2...ER) as its main diagonal elements and zero
elsewhere.

Now, we transform the input feature vector Q to a L di-
mensional space by projecting it onto the first L eigenvec-
tors φ1, φ2, ...φL and obtain Hsvd

1 , Hsvd
2 , ...Hsvd

L respectively.
Here Hsvd

k is the projection of Q onto φk. In [4], we showed
that the fingerprints derived using these projection matrices
have lower average number of collisions than fingerprints de-
rived using random projection matrices.

However, these projection matrices do not consider the
noise on the projected values due to content modifications
(Hsvd

i ). In the following two subsections we describe two
methods that derive the projection matrices which account
for this noise.

2.1 Noise Robust Projection Matrices based
on Rayleigh Quotient

Consider the case where the original video is modified by
compression, cropping and/or rotation. These operations
add noise to the extracted feature vector. The noisy feature

matrix is denoted as �Q. Let the projections obtained by

projecting �Q onto L projection matrices be represented as�H1, �H2, ...�HL. Then, the noise on ith projected value is Zi =

Hi−�Hi. Here Hi is the projection of original feature matrix
Q onto the ith projection matrix.

Step 1: Obtain a training dataset of media content and
extract features Q1, Q2, ...QM . Here M is the number of
training instances. The dimension of each feature matrix
Qi be R = G × N . We also create modified versions of
content and compute the corresponding modified features�Q1,�Q2, ...�QM .

Step 2: We compute the noise in the feature vectors for

the training set W 1, W 2, ...W M . Here W = Q − �Q and W
is of the same dimension as Q.
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Step 3: We compute the covariance matrix Cfeat (di-
mension R*R) of the features from the training set
Q1, Q2, ...QM as given by:

Cfeat(k, l) =
1

M

M�
i=1

(Qi
k − E(Qk))(Qi

l − E(Ql))

Here E(Qk) = 1
M

�M
i=1 Qi

k and k, l = 1, 2...R. We refer

to Cfeat as the signal covariance matrix.
Step 4: We compute the noise covariance matrix Cnoise

(dimension R*R) of the noise in the features from the train-
ing set
W 1, W 2, ...W M as given by

Cnoise(k, l) =
1

M

M�
i=1

(W i
k − E(Wk))(W i

l − E(Wl))

Here E(Wk) = 1
M

�M
i=1 W i

k and k, l = 1, 2...R. We refer

to Cnoise as the noise covariance matrix.
Step 5: Given the signal covariance matrix (Cfeat) and

the noise covariance matrix (Cnoise),the generalized Rayleigh

quotient is given by pCfeatp
pCnoisep

and can be maximized by solv-

ing the following generalized eigenvalue problem:

Cfeatp = rqC
noisep

Here, p is a generalized eigenvector. rq is the correspond-
ing generalized eigenvalue also denoted as the Rayleigh quo-
tient. The most significant generalized eigenvector p ob-
tained as a solution to this eigenvalue problem maximizes
the generalized Rayleigh quotient. Maximizing Rayleigh
quotient ensures that the projected values have a higher
variance along the signal direction while having a small vari-
ance along the noise direction thereby improving the sig-
nal to noise ratio of the projected values. We select the
L most significant generalized eigenvectors of this solution
,φrq

1 , φrq
2 , ...φrq

L , as our projection matrices. We can now
transform any input feature vector Q to a L dimensional
space by projecting it onto the projection matrices φrq

1 , φrq
2 , ...φrq

L

to obtain Hrq
1 , Hrq

2 , ...Hrq
L , respectively. Here Hrq

k is the pro-
jection of Q onto φrq

k .

2.2 Noise Robust Projection Matrices based
on Difference between Signal and Noise
Covariance Matrices

In this method, we compute the signal covariance ma-
trix (Cfeat) and the noise covariance matrix (Cnoise) from
a training dataset as explained in steps 1-4 in the previous
subsection. Instead of maximizing the Rayleigh quotient to
obtain the projection matrices, here we compute projection
matrices that minimize the following mean squared recon-
struction error.

M�
i=1

(Qi −�Qi)
2

Here �Qi = (�Qi.p)p. Recall that �Qi is the noisy feature

extracted from modified content. Then, �Qi is a projection

of the noisy feature �Qi along the direction p. By minimiz-
ing the reconstruction error in the equation above, we at-
tempt to find projection matrices (p) such that the trans-
formed noisy feature vector is as close as possible to the

original feature vector. The projection matrices that mini-
mize this reconstruction error can be found as eigenvectors
of Cfeat − Cnoise. We select the first L significant eigen-
vectors of this difference between signal and noise covari-
ance matrices ,φs−n

1 , φs−n
2 , ...φs−n

L , as our projection matri-
ces. We can now transform any input feature vector Q to
a L dimensional space by projecting it onto the projection
matrices φs−n

1 , φs−n
2 , ...φs−n

L to obtain Hs−n
1 , Hs−n

2 , ...Hs−n
L

respectively. Here Hs−n
k is the projection of Q onto φs−n

k .

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we present experimental results on colli-

sion performance and robustness of three methods for select-
ing the projection matrices. The first method is proposed
in [4]. It is based on a SVD of the signal covariance matrix
(Cfeat) computed from a training set. The L projection ma-
trices obtained in this manner are denoted to as φ1, φ2, ...φL.
The other two methods considered in this paper are meth-
ods that take into account the noise introduced by content
modifications to derive the projection matrices. The second
method obtains projection matrices based on maximization
of Rayleigh quotient. The projection matrices obtained us-
ing this method are denoted as φrq

1 , φrq
2 , ...φrq

L . The third
method obtains projection matrices based on the SVD of
difference between the signal and the noise covariance ma-
trix. The projection matrices obtained using this method
are denoted as φs−n

1 , φs−n
2 , ...φs−n

L . The feature matrix Q
for all experiments in this paper is a matrix of dimensions
35×36 (G×N) where 36 corresponds to a 3s buffer of frames
at 12fps and 35 corresponds to the 7 moment invariants com-
puted from 5 concentric circular regions of each frame in the
buffer.

3.1 Collision analysis
First, we extract 22 bit fingerprint codewords (L = 22)

from a 25 min video clip using three sets of projection ma-
trices: (i) φi (svd), (ii) φrq

i (rq),(iii) φs−n
i (s-n). In all three

cases, for the selection of the projection matrices, we used
the same offline training set of 94 hrs of content to compute
both the signal covariance matrix (Cfeat) and the noise co-
variance matrix (Cnoise). In the case of (i), the noise covari-
ance matrix doesn’t play a role in the selection of projec-
tion matrices. This method can be considered as a baseline
method. Let us denote the collection of fingerprint code-
words extracted from the 25 min clip using projection ma-
trices from (i) as Ssvd. We also let those extracted using
projection matrices from (ii) be denoted as Srq and those
extracted using projection matrices from (iii) be denoted as
Ss−n. Then, we compute the average number of collisions
for the fingerprint codewords in each of the three sets namely
Ssvd,Srq and Ss−n.

In order to study the collision performance of these three
sets, we first add fingerprint codewords extracted from unique
content (content that is unrelated to the 25 min clip) to the
database. Then, we compute the average number of col-
lisions as we increase the number of fingerprint codewords
of unrelated content from 1 hr to upto 3hrs. Ideally, there
should be no change in the average of number of collisions
as we add unrelated content to the database.

Table 1 illustrates the collision performance for the three
sets of projection matrices.The average of number of colli-
sions for Ssvd increases from 5.437 to 5.541 (see column C)
as we add fingerprint codewords 3.37hrs of unrelated con-
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Table 1: Collision Performance A: Number of fin-
gerprint codewords; B: Number of hours in DB; C:
Avg. num of collisions for φi; D: Avg. num of colli-
sions for φrq

i ; E: Avg. num of collisions for φs−n
i ;

A B C(svd) D(rq) E(s-n)
20705 0.479 5.437 7.483 4.372
145813 3.375 5.541 43.114 4.49

Table 2: Robustness Performance ;
φi(svd) φrq

i φs−n
i

compression 0.0222 0.0306 0.0207
rotation 0.0591 0.032 0.0534
cropping 0.1854 0.0986 0.1656
bright up 0.0972 0.0395 0.0865

bright down 0.1013 0.0483 0.0895
asp ratio 0.1000 0.0522 0.0926

tent. On the otherhand, the average number of collisions for
Srq increases from 7.483 to 43.114 (see column D) for the
same increase in number of fingerprint codewords from un-
related content. The average number of collisions for Ss−n

increases from 4.372 to 4.49 (see column D). We computed
the increase in the average number of collisions for every
additional hour of unrelated content included (referred to as
collision slope) for all three methods from this table. The
collision slopes for Ssvd,Srq and Ss−n are 0.035,12.30 and
0.04 respectively. This implies that the projection matrices
(φs−n

i ) derived using the third method have similar collision
performance as that of the base-line method (φi obtained
using SVD of Cfeat) whereas the collision performance of
the projection matrices (φrq

i ) obtained by the maximization
of the Rayleigh coefficient is inferior to the baseline method
and the third method.

3.2 Robustness analysis
In order to study the robustness of the fingerprints cre-

ated by the three sets of projection matrices (φi,φ
rq
i ,and

φs−n
i ), we created modified versions of the reference con-

tent. The attacks on the content include both geometric (ro-
tation,cropping,aspect ratio change) and non-geometric at-
tacks (compression, brightness change). Then, we compare
the fingerprints of the original content to those of the at-
tacked content and record the average Bit Error Rate (BER)
for each of the three sets of projection matrices. Table 2
summarizes the robustness performance of the these three
sets of projection matrices. Since both φrq

i and φs−n
i are

derived taking into the noise introduced by content modifi-
cations, they have a lower average BER than the fingerprints
derived using φi. Note that the fingerprints derived using
φrq

i have the lowest BER among the three. But the colli-
sion performance of this method was the worst among the
three. This implies that φrq

i captures aspects of the feature
that are not sensitive to content and are also most robust
to noise induced by modifications of the content. The pro-
jection matrix φs−n

i has a similar collision performance to
that of φi and also improves the robustness against attacks.
For instance, the average BER for cropping attacks has im-
proved from 0.1854 to 0.1656 (almost 2% improvement). For
certain attacks such as compression, the improvement is not
substantial even with φs−n

i .

3.3 Discussion
In the previous subsections, we illustrated the collision

and robustness performance of the projections matrices de-
rived using three methods. We showed that the third method(s−
n) has a performance similar to that of the first method (svd)
in terms of collision and has the best robustness among the
three sets. In otherwords, the third method(s− n)improves
robustness of the fingerprints while maintaining the collision
statistics of the baseline method (svd). In this section, we
further discuss and compare the three different types of pro-
jection matrices in all three cases. Figure 1 shows the first
8 projection matrices obtained through the SVD procedure.
Each of the projection matrices are of the same dimension as
the feature matrix Q (35×36). We recall that the number of
rows correspond to 5× 7 moment invariants extracted from
each frame in the buffer and the number of columns cor-
respond to the number of frames in the 3s buffer (3 × 12).
Projection matrices on the top & bottom left of Figure 1
can be interpreted as those capturing appearance informa-
tion alone from the feature matrix Q. This is represented by
the fact that the values along the columns of the projection
matrices 1 & 3 are similar for every row. Also, note that the
patterns along rows are repeated 5 times. This is due to the
fact that the 7 moment invariants computed from the 5 con-
centric circular regions are correlated and hence the projec-
tion matrix values are also correlated. The other projection
matrices shown in the Figure 1 capture both appearance
and motion information as can be seen from the changing
patterns across the columns (time) for these projection ma-
trices. Similarly, figure 2 shows the first eight projection
matrices obtained using the difference between the signal
and the noise covariance matrices (φs−n

i ). We note that the
projection matrices φs−n

i look very similar to φi and hence
their collision performance is similar. In contrast to these
projection matrices, the projection matrices obtained using
maximization of Rayleigh Quotient look very different and
are not effective in capturing the appearance or motion of
the underlying video content(see Figure 3). Hence, the fin-
gerprints derived using this set of projection matrices don’t
exhibit good collision properties. In contrast, they provide
high robustness against content modifications.

We can also compare the robustness of the projected val-
ues against content modifications for the projection matri-
ces (φs−n

i and φi). We consider the case where the original
video is modified by compression, cropping and/or rotation.
These operations add noise to the extracted feature vector.

Let us represent the noisy feature matrix as �Q. Also, let

the projections obtained by projecting �Q onto L projection

matrices (φi’s) be represented as �H1, �H2, ...�HL. Then, the

noise of the ith projected value is Zi = Hi −�Hi. Here Hi is
the projection of original feature matrix Q onto the ith pro-
jection matrix (φi). Then, we can compute the ratio of the

signal variance and the noise variance (SNRsvd = var(Hi)
var(Zi)

)

as a measure of the robustness of the projections obtained
using φi. The higher this ratio is, the lower is the fingerprint
BER. Table 3 shows the SNRsvd for various modifications
of the original content. We note that the cropping attack
has the lowest SNR while the rotation attack has the high-
est SNR. Correspondingly, the BER is highest for cropping
attack and in lowest for rotation attacks. (see Table 2).

Similarly, let the projections obtained by projecting �Q
onto L projection matrices (φs−n

i ’s) be represented as
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Table 3: SNR table;
SNRsvd SNRs−n SNRs−n − SNRsvd

rotation 44.4927 45.6481 1.1553
bright down 23.1246 23.4984 0.3738
bright up 30.9174 31.5645 0.6471
cropping 8.9563 9.2605 0.3041
asp ratio 23.3428 23.8030 0.4602
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Figure 1: First eight projection matrices of φi.

˜Hs−n
1 , ˜Hs−n

2 , ...˜Hs−n
L . Then, the noise of the ith projected

value is Zs−n
i = Hs−n

i − ˜Hs−n
i . Here Hs−n

i is the projec-
tion of the original feature matrix, Q onto the ith projection
matrix (φs−n

i ). Again, we can compute the ratio of signal

variance and noise variance (SNRs−n =
var(Hs−n

i )

var(Zs−n
i

)
) as a

measure of the robustness of the projections obtained using
φs−n

i . Table 3 (second column) shows the SNRs−n for vari-
ous attacks on original content. Note that SNRs−n is better
than SNRsvd for all attacks as shown in the third column
of this table.

4. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we studied two methods to improve the ro-

bustness property of projection based hashing methods. The
two methods derive projection matrices taking into account
the noise on the extracted features due to content modifica-
tions. Both methods use an off-line training set to estimate a
signal covariance matrix and a noise covariance matrix. The
first method considered in this paper, derives the projection
matrix by maximizing the Rayleigh Quotient. The second
method derives the projection matrices based on eigenvector
analysis of the difference between the signal and noise co-
variance matrices. Both of these methods consider the effect
of noise on extracted feature while deriving the fingerprints
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Figure 2: First eight projection matrices of φs−n
i .
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Figure 3: First eight projection matrices of φrq
i .
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which is unlike our previous method proposed in [4]. Based
on experimental results, we showed that the first method
improves the robustness of the projected values but results
in larger number of collisions than in the case of method in
[4]. The second method improves the robustness of the pro-
jected values while maintaining the collision performance as
in [4]. Although the robustness of the fingerprints obtained
by using the second method improves, the amount of im-
provement is not substantial. Our future work will focus on
further improving robustness while maintaining good colli-
sion characteristics.
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